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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
General 
The unsaturated zone of the soil profile is a primary 
determinant of runoff formation and quantity as ~ell as of 
subsurface ~ater flow path and velocities <Warrick, 1983). 
Understanding unsaturated flow of water through porous 
media is of great importance toward an efficient and 
appropriate control of a number of phenomena occurring in 
the soil such as natural and artificial recharge of ground 
~ater, runoff and soil erosion control, evapotranspiration, 
and movement of pollutants and dissolved substances. 
Unsaturated flow, which is governed by a nonlinear 
partial differential equation, typically involves random 
soil hydraulic parameters (Philip, 1980). An essential 
requirement to solve the flow equation would be an adequate 
determination of the soil's hydraulic conductivity-water 
content and pressure head-~ater content relationships and 
their distributions (Cosby et al., 1984). A wide range of 
empirical and quasi-analytical equations have been used. 
Ho~ever, these equations are usuallY derived for some 
restricted conditions. As a result, more concern has 
recently been given to numerical models in which the soil 
1 
hvdraulic parameters are regarded as stochastic variables 
tSmith and Hebbert, 19?9; Andersson, 1983; Dagan and 
Bressler, 1983; Morel-Seytoux and Billica, 1985). 
Statement of Problem 
2 
l~ater movement through the unsaturated zone is largely 
affected by the spatial variability of the hydraulic 
characteristics of the soil. Soil-water properties may 
vary with depth and from one location to another within the 
field. In fact even in a soil uniform with respect to its 
texture, nonuniform soil-water parameters usually exist 
such as the water content-pressure head relationship. 
Que to the extensive variability of soil-water 
parameters in the field, an estimate of the unsaturated 
hydraulic conductivity, K(h), is very difficult to obtain. 
Experimental field determinations are expensive and time 
consuming. A more convenient way of predicting K(h) has 
been to use the soil-water retention curve which is more 
easilY measured <Van Genuchten, 1980). However this method 
involves empirical relationships incorporating parameters 
which are varying with respect to space and time within the 
field. Moreover, as the soil becomes less saturated, this 
variabilitY becomes much more significant <Yeh et al., 
1986). In saturated flow the variation of the hydraulic 
conductivity, K, with position results solely from the 
inhomogeneity of the porous medium. Whereas, in 
unsaturated flow, K(h) varies with position even in 
homogeneous soils, owing to the effect of the variation in 
hYdraulic conductivity with moisture tension. (Freeze, 
•!969). 
3 
In most applications of flow theory, the problem of 
parameter variability has been handled by simply taking the 
mean value for a given number of samples and by making the 
assumption that the soil can be regarded as a homogeneous 
medium described by an average set of parameters determined 
from a number of locations over the field. Such an 
approach can be misleading and may generate flow 
predictions significantly different from those prevailing 
in the actual spatially variable field. 
In this context many questions can be asked : How 
accurate can a model assuming a homogeneous field describe 
the flow in the actual spatially variable field? Is it 
satisfactory to determine the flow by an averaging concept? 
Are the average of flow parameters prevailing in the field 
equal to those that should be used in a model? If not, how 
can we extract a specific set of parameters which will best 
describe the water flow as it occurs in reality? 
Objectives 
The objectives of this study were: 
·1. To determine the random variabilitY of the 
parameters incorporated in the functions relating the soil 
hYdraulic properties: water content-matric potential and 
hYdraulic conductivitY-matric potential. 
2. To develop a procedure for estimating average 
cu~ulative infiltration from knowledge of the random 
variabilitY of the parameters describing the soil-water 
characteristic curve. 
Procedure 
4 
To achieve the objectives of this study the partial 
differential equation of flow in unsaturated media has been 
repeatedly solved using a numerical procedure with the flow 
parameters considered as spatiallY random variables 
following a fixed probability density function. Based on 
each random set of flow parameters, the cumulative 
infiltration after 10 hours was computed. The average 
cumulative infiltration based on these computed 
infiltrations was also determined. A comparison of the 
resulting average infiltration from this procedure to that 
obtained by using a simple average of the flow parameters 
in the flow equation indicates how well such models 
describe the average flow of water when average parameter 
values are used. 
fhis concept was considered because of the uncertainty 
of soil hYdraulic parameters with respect to space in the 
field. The incorporation of random variability in the flow 
parameters will result in random variability in predicted 
infiltration. 
For a given boundary condition, values of the flow 
parameters providing a good estimate of the spatially 
averaged infiltration ~ill be sought. Because there are 
two parameters and one average infiltration, a unique set 
of parameters will not exist for a given boundary 
condition. Rather solutions ~ill lie along a curve 
relating the parameters to each other. BY examining 
several boundary conditions, a common region where the 
ma.jority of solutions tend to converge was sought. 
5 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Governing Equations 
The concept of a physical model of unsaturated flow 
through porous media was first developed by Buckingham 
(1907), when he suggested a modified form of Darcy's law to 
be used in unsaturated soils; a form in which the hydraulic 
conductivity is expressed as a function of the water 
content, and hence of the matric potential. 
where 
q = K(h) < ah; az) + KCh) ( 1 ) 
q is the volumetric water flux. 
h is the matric potential (or pressure head). 
K(h) is the unsaturated hydraulic conductiVity as a 
function of the pressure head h. 
z is the distance in depth. 
In fact in unsaturated flow the hydraulic conductivity is 
related to the water content. As the water content of the 
porous medium decreases, the hydraulic conductivity 
decreases at a rate more than proportional (Hubert, 1978). 
In unsaturated media the flow occurs as a result of 
6 
7 
the metric and gravitational gradient. As the soil drains 
under the effect of gravity, the hydraulic conductivitY 
decreases rapidly. This dramatic reduction of the 
conductivity with the water content results from the fact 
that, when water content is reduced, the largest pores 
empty first, and small pores conduct water much less 
readily than large pores. In addition, the path for flow 
becomes much more tortuous as the soil desaturates 
(Campbell, 1985). 
From the above concept, and by combining the continuity 
equation with Darcy's law, Richards (1931) developed the 
nonlinear partial differential equation of unsaturated flow 
in porous media as 
awe a ah a oh 
= CKx ) + <KY ) 
at ax ax ay oy 
a oh 
+- CKz ) - (2) 
dZ ' oz 
where 
Kx, KY, Kz are the unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivities in the x, y, and z directions 
respectively. 
h is the soil matric potential. 
wr is the volumetric water content. 
t is the time. 
For one-dimensional unsaturated flow in the z-direction 
8 
taken positive do~n~ard the above equation becomes 
a ah awe 
[Kz ( - 1 
dz 
)] = (3) az at 
IJsing the specific water capacity e<h) = dCWe)/dh equation 
( 3) becomes 
ah 
C(h)- = 
at 
a oh 
[K(h)(- -1 )J (4) 
az az 
Because of the strong nonlinearity of the unsaturated 
flow equation, there is no specific analytical solution. 
Attempts of linearization have been pursued by a number of 
researchers in order to reach an accurate and acceptable 
solution .. 
Philip (1957) developed an explicit algebraic equation 
as a general solution of Richards equation using an 
infinite power series in t1/2 with coefficients as 
functions of the Volumetric water content we. Fok C1987) 
reported on a number of other empirical equations that have 
also been used. 
Numerical Models 
[n the last few years, numerical models of flow 
through porous media using finite difference techniques 
have become more and more popular. Solving the flow 
partial differential equation requires the determination of 
soil hydraulic properties as functions of the moisture 
9 
content and any solution ~auld not be accurate unless these 
relationshiPs have been expressed successful!~. 
Comparing solutions of the flow equation given by six 
numerical models to experimental results, Haverkamp et al. 
(1977), found excellent agreement between the observed and 
computed cumulative inflow, concluding that numerical 
models are a reliable tool for predicting water movement 
within the soil profile. 
Using large number of experimental measurements <448 
samples), El-Kadi (1985), examined the suitability of four 
models describing the soil-water characteristic function, 
hlW[), <Brooks and Corey, Brutsaert, Van Genuchten, and 
Vauclin et al. models). All these models were found to be 
successful. For sandy and silty samples, the Brooks and 
Corey model provided the highest accuracy. Whereas, for 
clavey samples, Van Genuchten produced the best results. 
Khaleel and Yeh (1985), developed a Galarkin finite-
element technique for solving the one-dimensional 
unsaturated flow equation. Excellent agreement was found 
~hen comparing the water content profiles obtained using 
this scheme to those obtained by Van Genuchten using a 
mass-lumped linear finite element method. 
Parameter Uncertainty 
Due to the uncertainty of soil hydraulic parameters, 
stochastic models are being used. Such a concept may 
utilize either univariate or multivariate parameter 
10 
distributions ( Russo and Bressler, 1982 ). "Using average 
values of uncertain parameters to estimate average 
infiltration maY produce results that are significantly 
different from the estimate that ~ould be obtained from 
averaging infiltrations calculated from each set of 
parameters" CHaan, 1987). As a matter of fact, any 
function of random variable is also a random variable 
CHaan, 1977). Since the soil hydraulic properties are 
random variables, the infiltration, a function of these 
properties, is also a random variable. 
Haan (1987) demonstrated also that the flo~ solution 
is affected by the value assigned to the correlation 
coefficient bet~een the parameters describing the soil 
hydraulic properties. Therefore, for an accurate solution 
of the flo~ equation, the correlation bet~een the flo~ 
parameters should be considered. 
Bresler and Dagan (1983) investigated t~o spatially 
variable soils and demonstrated that the traditional 
deterministic approach for solving the flo~ equation, ~hich 
describes ~ell the physics of ~ater flo~ under uniform soil 
column conditions, fails to depict the average flo~ in a 
real spatially variable field. They also suggested a 
simplified solution of vertical flo~ ~hich assumes the 
concept of a moving front, ~here the saturated hydraulic 
conductiVity is regarded as a random variable following a 
lognormal distribution, hence, the matric potential and the 
moisture content are random variables. 
1 1 
1:osby et al. (1984) related the variability of soil 
moisture characteristics to soil physical properties, 
concluding that the variability of soil moisture parameters 
are most closely related to the variabilitY in the texture 
cpercent of sand, silt, and clay). 
Parameter uncertainty may also be increased due either 
to errors made during experimental measurements, or to the 
type of function used to describe the soil water 
characteristic curve. Kool et al. (1985) showed that 
errors in the input data may contribute considerably to the 
variability in soil hydraulic parameters. Jones and 
Wagenet (1984) compared five methods of estimating the 
hydraulic conductivity, K, as a function of the water 
content, we. Statistical comparison showed that the 
variation in the soil water flux is dependent upon the 
method used to characterize the KCWC) relationship. 
CHAPTER III 
HYDRAULIC MODEL 
General 
The vertical flo~ of ~ater in an unsaturated porous 
medium can be described by the partial differential 
equation (3) kno~n as Richards equation. The assumption 
that ~ater percolates vertically through the soil profile 
~as made, although it is recognized that ~ater percolation 
~ithin the soil is not strictly vertical, and lateral 
transfer is al~ays observed cvauchaud et al., 1987). 
The flo~ equation is highly nonlinear and has no 
general analytical solution. It is generally required to 
kno~ the relationships among the soil hydraulic properties 
of hydraulic conductivity KCh), ~ater content WCCh), and 
pressure head potential h. Unless these relationships are 
determined, the flo~ equation cannot be solved. 
Model Components 
A model describing the soil hydraulic properties 
relationships that has been proved to be successful ~as 
proposed by Van Genuchten C198Q). This model relates both 
the hydraulic conductivity, KCh), and the ~ater content, 
WCCh), to the hydraulic head, h, as 
12 
Where 
WC(h) = WCr + CWCs-WCr)[1+1AhiBJ-m 
WC(h) = WCs 
[1-IAhiB-1{1+1AhiB}-m]2 
K< h) = Ks~-----------
(1+1Ahl8)m/2 
KC.h) = Ks 
for h<O 
for h>=O 
for h<O 
for h>=O 
WC(h) is the water content at a matric potential h. 
WCr is the residual (or irreducible) water content. 
WCs is the saturated water content <WC at h = Q). 
his the pressure head (or matric potential). 
K(h) is the hydraulic conductivity at a matric 
potential h. 
Ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity 
<K at h = Q). 
A and 8 are parameters. 
m = 1 - ·1 /8 
8 > 1 
(5) 
(6) 
Of several models investigated, it was found that the above 
model of Van Genuchten has the greatest flexibility in 
describing WCCh) data CGreminger et al., 1985) •. Other 
advantages of this model are that it has a simple inverse 
function, and it provides a closed-form analytical equation 
of the hvdraulic conductivity. 
Because of its popularity the Van Genuchten model will 
be used in this study. Therefore the soil hydraulic 
properties will be described by equations (5) and (6) and 
the flow parameters to be estimated are A and B of these 
equations. 
14 
CHAPTER IV 
DATA ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
The data used in the current study were from Nofziger 
et al. (1983) contributing to the regional proJect s-124, 
entitled "Movement and Retention of Water and Solutes in 
Selected Southern Region Field Soils". The data were 
collected for three soil series <Bethany, Konawa, and 
Tipton series) at 13 sites within the State of Oklahoma. 
The representative sites of each soil were selected by 
soil classifiers in Oklahoma State University and in the 
Soil Conservation Service. Further description of the 
soils properties are given in the appendix A· 
Volumetric water content measurements at selected 
pressure heads were obtained from desorption curves 
determined using a standard pressure plate apparatus. The 
soil samples used were 7.6 em in diameter and 7.6 em long. 
Selecting two given depths <15 and 30 em), a total of 168 
sets of water content-pressure head data were considered in 
this study (72, 60, and 36 sets for Bethany, Konawa, and 
Tipton series, respectively). 
15 
16 
Estimation of the Hydraulic Model Parameters 
Observed soil-~ater retention data ~ere analyzed in 
order to estimate the parameters of Van Genuchten model 
WCs, WCr, A, and B. For this purpose a large number of 
soil hydraulic data have to be considered for a trust~orthy 
estimate of a statistical treatment of flo~. 
While the parameters A and 8 can only be sought by a 
nonlinear least squares curve-fitting procedure, the 
saturated and the residual ~ater contents may be available 
experimentally. Even though the residual water content is 
not always available, it can be estimated by extrapolation 
from the available soil-water data simultaneously with the 
estimation of A and s. However, due to the limited number 
of observations within each single set of data, it would 
not be accurate in the present study to fit a three 
parameter model by estimating A, s, and WCr. The residual 
water content, WCr, was therefore taken equal to zero. As 
a matter of fact, WCr is defined nominally as the water 
content at which the metric potential approaches negative 
infinity. Such a condition is only met ~hen WCr = 0 <Kool 
et al, 1985). Furthermore, the choice of attributing a 
zero value to the ~esidual water content was supported by 
the fact that it has no great influence on the estimation 
of the other parameters because the data used have a metric 
potential range not reaching very low values. 
The saturated water content could be easily estimated 
from experimental measurements of the matric potential near 
17 
zero or from the bulk density (db) using the relation 
WCs = 1 - db/ds 
where ds is the particle density taken as 2-65. 
The latter method, called "gravimetric", estimates a 
theoretical saturated water content which assumes that the 
soil is perfectly saturated; a condition which is not 
always true in practice. Complete saturation is seldom 
attained since some air is nearly always present and may 
become trapped in a very wet soil (Hillel, 1971 ). For the 
above reason, values of the saturated water content were 
taken as the volumetric water content at a matric potential 
approaching zero (-8 em for Bethany and Tipton series and 
-4 em for Konawa series). 
Starting with known values of the saturated and 
residual water contents, a computer program using a least 
squares fitting procedure (Nofziger, 1988) was used to 
estimate the remaining parameters, A and B. The fitting 
procedure was repeated for all cores within each site. 
Tables 1 through 3 contain the regression coefficients A 
and B for Bethany, Konawa, and Tipton series respectively. 
In almost all the regressions made for the total 168 
samples, the hydraulic model of Van Genuchten was found to 
fit the soil hydraulic data very well. Large values of R2 
and low sum of squares of residuals are observed in all 
cases. R2 as used here refers to the difference in the 
total sum of squares corrected for the mean and the 
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TABLE 1 
SOLUTIONS OF THE HYDRAULIC MODEL PARAMETERS 
FOR BETHANY SOIL 
Sol! Name: Bethany 
Depth Core A B R''2 
(1/cm) 
1 1 -0044 1-9356 .9821 
1 2 .0050 2-0253 .9847 
1 3 .0046 1-8121 .9869 
1 4 -0049 1 -9165 .9705 
1 5 .0091 1-2486 .9134 
1 6 .0051 1-8579 .9899 
2 1 -0735 1-1177 .9517 
2 2 -0399 1-0819 .9756 
2 3 .0263 1-1084 .9815 
2 4 -0405 1-0629 .9587 
2 5 -0132 1-2437 .9784 
2 6 .0186 1-1869 .9808 
1 1 .0049 1 .5106 .9855 
1 2 -0027 1-2935 .8496 
1 3 .0045 1-6453 .9760 
1 4 -007() 1-4419 .9915 
1 5 .0094 1-4359 .9882 
1 6 -0065 1-6770 .9844 
2 1 -0279 1 .0782 .9863 
2 2 -0311 1-0905 .9808 
2 3 .0429 1-0743 .9654 
2 4 .0175 1-1111 .9877 
2 5 -0156 1-1981 .9678 
2 6 -0141 1 .1513 -9726 
1 1 .0079 1.4406 .9955 
1 2 .0049 1-6930 .9818 
1 3 .0061 1-5069 .9886 
1 4 .0045 1.5840 .9856 
1 5 -0054 1. 7223 .9935 
1 6 -0063 1-5262 .9824 
2 1 -0328 1-0685 .9818 
2 2 .0105 1.0801 .9895 
2 3 -0243 1-0575 .9910 
1R 
wcs 
.3610 
.3860 
.3720 
.3770 
-2820 
-3700 
-4520 
.3840 
-4430 
.4020 
-3240 
-2810 
.3670 
-2840 
.3490 
.3740 
-3770 
.3850 
.4130 
-4120 
.4180 
.3910 
.2190 
-2850 
-3720 
-3630 
.3690 
.3430 
-3780 
.3640 
.3990 
.4030 
.3960 
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TABLE 1 <Continued) 
Soil Name: Bethany 
Site Depth Core A B R"'"'2 wcs (1 /em) 
3 2 4 -0122 1-0934 .9953 .4050 
3 2 5 .0245 1-2149 -9809 -2360 
3 2 6 .0190 1-1712 -9857 .1960 
4 1 1 .0046 1-3401 .9956 -3780 
4 1 2 .0040 1-3467 -9908 .3750 
4 1 3 .0041 1-3124 .9759 .3810 
4 1 4 .0027 1.4179 -9905 .3850 
4 1 5 .0041 1-4990 .9940 .3930 
4 1 6 .0037 1-7679 .9924 -4010 
4 2 1 -0132 1-1232 .9737 -4390 
4 2 2 .0182 1-1245 -9928 .4680 
4 2 3 -0100 1-0972 .9877 -4380 
4 2 4 -0273 1-0913 -9872 .4730 
4 2 5 -0140 1-1150 -9888 -4720 
4 2 6 -0046 1-2424 -9696 .4420 
5 1 1 -0147 1-2613 -9945 .4430 
5 1 2 .0030 1-5267 .9815 -3670 
5 1 3 .0089 1-1980 .9417 .3940 
5 1 4 .0074 1.2215 .9481 -3990 
5 1 5 -0035 1 .8242 .9977 -3890 
5 1 6 -0037 1. 7920 .9982 .3880 
5 2 1 .0164 1.1180 .9952 .4400 
5 2 2 -0188 1.1033 .9623 .4330 
5 2 3 .0259 1-0945 .9859 .4520 
5 2 4 .0238 1.0869 -9838 .4440 
5 2 5 .0042 1-2968 .9788 -4360 
5 2 6 .0067 1 -2174 .9788 -4480 
6 1 1 -0097 1.2983 .9840 -4380 
6 1 2 .0068 1. 4021 .9684 -4530 
6 1 3 .0130 1-2277 -9841 -4230 
6 1 4 .0052 1-7799 .9958 .4230 
6 1 5 .0038 1.6379 .9836 .4100 
6 1 6 .0088 1. 4133 .9858 .4480 
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TABLE 1 <Continued) 
Soli Nome: Bethany 
Site Depth Core A 8 R''"2 wcs (1/cm) 
6 2 1 -0260 1-0690 .9620 .4020 
6 2 2 -0035 1-2281 .9821 .3940 
6 2 3 .0034 1-3573 .9853 -4320 
6 2 4 .0065 1-2927 .9880 .4530 
6 2 5 .0097 1-1986 .9859 .4280 
6 2 6 .0129 1-1899 .9943 .4360 
Site 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
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TABLE 2 
SOLUTIONS OF THE HYDRAULIC MODEL PARAMETERS 
FOR KONAWA SOIL 
Soil Nome: Konawa 
Depth Core A B R"'2 
<1 /em) 
1 1 .0085 1-5719 .9938 
1 2 .0067 1-7425 .9855 
1 3 .0079 1-6598 .9937 
1 4 .0100 1-5672 .9746 
1 5 
-0072 1-9953 -8888 
1 6 .ooso 1-9049 -9679 
2 1 .0058 1.5667 -9056 
2 2 
-0266 1 .1616 -9859 
2 3 .0075 1-6885 -9665 
2 4 -0092 1-6064 .9898 
2 5 -0069 1-4857 -9434 
2 6 -0109 1-1693 -9964 
1 1 
-0121 1. 7195 .9969 
1 2 .0099 1-8207 .9954 
1 3 .0160 1-6787 .9994 
1 4 -0147 1. 7135 .9905 
1 5 .0112 1-8450 .9986 
1 6 .0145 1-6303 .9974 
2 1 -0251 1-2168 -9805 
2 2 
-0225 1-2790 .9970 
2 3 .0167 1-3326 -9811 
2 4 .0478 1-1667 .9948 
2 5 
-0322 1-3365 -9926 
2 6 
-0376 1-3760 .9894 
1 1 .0363 1-8552 .9539 
1 2 .0405 1-5906 .9707 
1 3 
-0331 1-8787 .9494 
1 4 .0529 1-5381 -9570 
1 5 .0327 1-6740 .9684 
1 6 -0315 1.4760 .9712 
1 7 .0330 1-6685 .9331 
1 8 -0333 1-6233 .9518 
1 9 -0320 1-9185 .9305 
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wcs 
.3310 
-3170 
.3310 
-3270 
.3820 
-2940 
.3190 
-3510 
-3260 
-3380 
-3250 
.3340 
-3160 
-3400 
.3350 
-3420 
-3570 
-3380 
-3440 
-3320 
-3260 
-3390 
-3300 
.3690 
.3400 
.3260 
-3480 
-2850 
-2610 
.3020 
-3610 
-3730 
-3750 
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TABLE 2 <Continued) 
Soli Name: Kona.-.a 
Site Depth Core A 8 R"2 wcs (1/cm) 
3 2 1 -0391 1. 7211 .9493 -3190 
3 2 2 -0319 1-6036 .9522 -2720 
3 2 3 -0271 1. 7471 .9461 -3060 
3 2 4 .0486 1-4962 .9935 -2760 
3 2 5 .0339 1-5122 .9786 -2450 
3 2 6 .0293 1-4384 .9504 -2370 
3 2 7 .0463 1.6738 .9579 -3040 
3 2 8 .0399 1-6600 .9494 -2930 
3 2 9 -0364 1-6057 .9387 -2750 
4 1 1 .0341 1-5825 .9665 -2650 
4 1 2 -0275 1-6359 .9649 .3190 
4 1 3 .0312 1-5793 .9699 -2770 
4 1 4 .0519 1-5304 .9824 .3360 
4 1 5 .1147 1-4501 -9766 -3990 
4 1 6 .0560 1-3798 .9724 -3470 
4 1 7 .0253 1-5609 .9343 .3180 
4 1 8 .0346 1.8068 .9660 .3840 
4 1 9 .0383 1.5343 .9580 -3840 
4 2 1 .0393 1 .5014 .9641 -2710 
4 2 2 .0536 1-3007 .9486 -2560 
4 2 3 .0336 1.4906 .9840 -2450 
4 2 4 -0490 1-4471 -9718 -2300 
4 2 5 .0570 1-4457 .9541 .2460 
4 2 6 .0865 1-4639 .9624 -2940 
4 2 7 .0349 1-6463 .9699 -2730 
4 2 8 .0342 1-8012 -9589 .2910 
4 2 9 -0454 1-4798 .9747 -2770 
Site 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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3 
3 
3 
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3 
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TABLE 3 
SOLUTIONS OF THE HYDRAULIC MODEL PARAMETERS 
FOR TIPTON SOIL 
Soli Name: Tipton 
Depth Core A 8 R"'2 (1/cm) 
1 1 -0266 1-1473 -9667 
1 2 -0115 1-1606 .9200 
1 3 .0044 1-1844 -9181 
1 4 
-0046 1-2257 .9601 
1 5 .0033 2-3826 .9899 
1 6 -0037 2-5770 -9950 
2 1 .0066 1-2961 .9971 
2 2 -0032 1 .4314 .9933 
2 3 -0061 1-2465 -9788 
2 4 -0041 1. 4126 .9937 
2 5 -0033 1-7947 -9927 
2 6 .0046 1 .6069 -9889 
1 1 .0069 1-3489 -9713 
1 2 .0061 1.3617 -9473 
1 3 -0037 1-5455 -9741 
1 4 -0103 1-2603 -9222 
1 5 -0042 2-5267 .9923 
1 6 .0046 1 -8016 -9759 
2 1 .0066 1-3639 -9956 
2 2 -0042 1-4691 -9952 
2 3 -0066 1 -3589 .9951 
2 4 .0038 1.5425 .9921 
2 5 .0067 1-4326 .9882 
2 6 -0067 1-3958 .9545 
1 1 -0031 1-4475 -9870 
1 2 .0133 1-2326 .9674 
1 3 -0059 1-3230 .9495 
1 4 .0072 1 -2511 .9628 
1 5 -0114 1 .3709 .9842 
1 6 -0048 1.8675 .9884 
2 1 -0100 1-2822 .9938 
2 2 -0067 1 -2978 .9965 
2 3 -0107 1 • 3111 .9977 
23 
wcs 
.3590 
.3190 
.2930 
.3050 
-2970 
.3090 
.3600 
.3490 
-3420 
.3610 
-3410 
.3530 
-3480 
.3370 
.3520 
.3580 
-3260 
.3340 
.4010 
-3670 
-3680 
.3540 
-3810 
-3810 
.3000 
-3400 
-3170 
.3180 
-3580 
.3250 
.3610 
.3610 
-3760 
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TABLE 3 <Continued) 
Soil Name: Tipton 
Site Depth Core A 8 R"2 wcs (1 /em) 
3 2 4 -0032 1 .5028 .9959 -3290 
3 2 5 .0048 1. 7559 .9915 .3480 
3 2 6 .0037 1-9177 .9954 -3370 
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residual sum of squares diVided by the total sum of squares 
corrected for the mean. The fitting process indicated also 
that the values given to the parameters as initial 
estimates, a required input for the nonlinear least squares 
fitting procedure, have no significant effect on the final 
solution obtained. Figure 19 in Appendix C sho~s a typical 
example of the plot of equation (5). 
From all the parameter estimations it ~as found that A 
ranges from Q.QQ3 to 0.115 cm-1 ~hile 8 ranges from 1-058 
to 2.577. The range of variability of the above parameters 
is in reasonable agreement ~ith those in the literature. 
Kool et al. (1985) ~rote: "A generally ranges from Q.5 to 
5.0 m-1, ~hile 8 usually varies from 1.1 to 3.5". Tables 
4 through 7 sho~ detailed information about the ranges of A 
and 8 and their logarithms for the three considered soil 
series. 
Depth Considerations 
As mentioned earlier two different depths were 
considered (15 and 30 em). The previously estimated 
parameters of Van Genuchten model were diVided into two 
groups according to the sample's depth. A statistical 
t-test for differences in means ~as conducted to decide 
~hether or not the t~o groups of parameters can be 
considered as being from the same population. In other 
~ords the hypothesis, Ho, was that the population means are 
equal for the two depths. Table 8 shows the results of the 
TABLE 4 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF THE ESTIMATED 
PARAMETERS OF VAN GENUCHTEN MODEL 
FOR BETHANY SOIL <15 em) 
Original Data Logs of Data 
A B A 
< 1 /em) < 1/em) 
Number of Obs. 36 36 36 
Minimum 
-003 1-198 -5.915 
Maximum .015 2-025 -4.220 
Mean 
-006 1.543 -5.206 
Standard Dev. 
-003 -231 -414 
TABLE 5 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF THE ESTIMATED 
PARAMETERS OF VAN GENUCHTEN MODEL 
FOR BETHANY SOIL (30 em) 
B 
36 
.181 
.706 
-423 
.149 
Original Data Logs of Data 
A 8 A 8 
< 1 /em) (1 /em) 
Number of Obs. 36 36 36 36 
Minimum -003 1-058 -5.684 .056 
Maximum -074 1-357 -2-610 .305 
Mean -020 1-145 -4.127 -134 
Standard Dev. -014 .076 -725 -065 
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TABLE 6 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF THE ESTIMATED 
PARAMETERS OF VAN GENUCHTEN MODEL 
FOR KONAWA SOIL 
Original Data Logs of Data 
A B A (1/em) <1 /em) 
Number of Obs. 60 60 60 
Minimum .005 1-162 -5-298 
Maximum 
-115 1-995 -2.165 
Mean 
-031 1-576 -3.684 
Standard Dev. • 020 .190 . .722 
TABLE 7 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY OF THE ESTIMATED 
PARAMETERS OF VAN GENUCHTEN 
FOR TIPTON SOIL 
B 
60 
-150 
-691 
.447 
-124 
Original Data Logs of Data 
A 8 A 8 
<1 /em) (1/cm) 
Number of' Obs. 36 36 36 36 
Minimum 
-003 1-147 -5.776 .137 
Maximum 
-027 2-577 -3.627 .947 
Mean .007 1-512 -5.158 .391 
Standard Oev. 
-004 -361 .487 -208 
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Soil-Depth 
Bethony-15 
Bethony-30 
Tipton-15 
Tlpton-30 
Kono.-.a-15 
Kono.-.a-30 
TABLE 8 
t-TEST FOR DIFFERENCES IN MEANS OF THE 
REGRESSION PARAMETERS BETWEEN 
DEPTHS 15 AND 30 em 
Calculated t-Test 
A 8 
Means Means For A For 8 
em .006 1-543 
-2.530 9-800 
em .020 1-145 
em 
-008 1-556 
1-340 -726 
em 
-006 1-468 
em .029 1-671 
-225 .008 
em 
-034 1.481 
<•> The hypothesis that the population means ore 
is being tested (5% level of slgnlfleonee) 
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t-TEST 
<Table) 
(•) 
2-030 
2-110 
2-040 
equal 
29 
t-test for differences in means. The hypothesis was 
rejected for Bethany soil but not for.Konawa and Tipton 
soils. Therefore the regression coefficients estimated for 
the two considered depths were combined, assuming that they 
are from the same population, for Konawa and Tipton soil 
series but not for Bethany soil where each depth was 
analyzed separately. 
Parameter Distributions 
Normal and lognormal distributions were tested for the 
parameters A and B. Table 9 summarizes the results found, 
and gives the values of the maximum deviations, 01 and 02, 
between the fitted and empirical normal and lognormal 
distributions, respectively, as well as the critical values 
of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic CHaan, 1977). The 
mentioned test was used as a criterion of acceptance or 
rejection of the proposed distribution (acceptance when the 
maximum deviation is less than the critical value of the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and visa-versa). The cumulative 
normal distribution was approximated using a relationship 
given by Abramowitz and Stegun (1972). 
Although the normal distribution was not rejected and 
could be assigned to both parameters, the lognormal 
distribution was found to more accurately describe the 
parameters. Figures 1 to 8 show the probability 
distributions and the lognormal fit for both A and B for 
each considered soil. 
So11 
TABLE 9 
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST STATISTIC 
FOR NORMALITY AND LOGNORMALITY 
OF A AND 8 
A 8 
D1 02 01 02 
Bethany-15cm 
-196 .134 .113 .090 
Bethany-30cm 
-147 -073 -219 -211 
Tipton 
-250 -145 -214 .179 
Konawa 
-121 -185 .052 .067 
K 
-220 
-220 
.220 
.170 
01 maximum deviation from the normal distribution 
02 maximum deviation from the lognormal distribution 
K the critical value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test 
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Parameter Correlation 
The parameters A and 8 are inversely related to the 
air entry tension and variance of the pore size 
distribution (Kool et al., 1985). Since the air entry 
tension is affected in part by pore size, it is expected to 
find a significant correlation bet~een the above 
parameters. The correlation coefficients ~ere calculated 
and are sho~n on table 10. A t-test ~as conducted to 
affirm the significance of this correlation. For this 
purpose the hypothesis that the parameter populations are 
uncorrelated ~as tested. This hypothesis ~as rejected for 
all cases using a level of significance of 5%. Thus 
correlation must be maintained in the generation process 
for random A and 8 pairs for use in the flo~ simulation. 
TABLE 10 
t-TEST STATISTIC FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF 
CORRELATION BETWEEN A AND B 
t-Test <•> 
Soil Correlation 
Coeff. Calculated Table 
Bethany-15 em -.465 -3.063 2-020 
Bethany-30 em -.760 -6.818 2-020 
Tipton -.590 -4-260 2-020 
Konawa -.295 -2.350 2-000 
<•> The hypothesis that populations are uncorrelated 
is being tested (5% level of slgnlficance) 
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CHAPTER V 
WATER INFLOW SIMULATION 
Bivariate Generation of Parameters 
A bivariate generation of random and lognormallY 
distributed pairs of A and B was used to maintain the 
correlation between A and B. The procedure given in Haan 
(1977) was used. 
Knowing the correlation matrix R between A and s, the 
equation 
was used to generate random values of A and B where 
A' is the transpose of a 2x2 orthogonal matrix of 
characteristic vectors (L1) of the correlation matrix, 
Z is an nx2 matrix of independent standard normal 
deviates 
X is an nx2 matrix of n generated standardized 
logarithms of observations on A and s, and 
n is the number of random observations to be generated. 
The characteristic vectors L1 or eigenvectors of the 
correlation matrix R are obtained from the equation 
DeteR- L*I> = 0 
41 
where 
I is the identity matrix. 
0 is the zero matrix. 
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The X(nx2) matrix of n generated standardized logarithmic 
observations are converted to A and 8 from 
where 
A1 = EXP<SDCA) * X(1,1) + MCA)) 
81 = EXP<SDC8) * X(1,2) + MC8)) 
Ai and 8i are the ith generated values for A and 8, 
SD(A) and SDC8) are the standard deviations of A and 8, 
M<A) and M(8) are the means of A and 8. 
The correlation observed in the original data is maintained 
by using the follo~ing expressions derived from Matalas 
(1967): 
where 
SD<A> = {LOG<CSDCAo)/M(Ao)J2 + 1)}1/2 
50(8) = {LOG<CSD<8o)/M(8o)J2 + 1 )}1/2 
M<A> = {LOG<M<Ao) - SD<Ao)2}/2 
M(8) = {LOG<M<8o) - SD<8o)2}/2 
RCA,8) = LOG<1 + R<Ao,8o)*{EXPCSDCAo)2- 1J* 
EXPCSD<8o)2- 1J}1/2)/SD<Ao)*50(8o) 
Ao and 8o are the parameters A and 8 from the observed 
data. 
SDCX) is the standard deviation of the variable x, 
M(X) is the mean of the variable x, and 
R(X,Y) is the correlation coefficient between the 
variables X and v. 
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Using the procedure sho~n above, random lognormally 
distributed observations of A and B ~ere generated (a 
listing of the computer program, BIVAR-BAS, used for the 
generation is given in appendix 8). The number of 
generated observations was increased until the variation in 
means and standard deviations of the simulated cumulative 
inflow values ~as found to be reasonably stable. As a 
result, 10 sets of 100 pairs of A an B were generated for 
each of the four considered soils. However, as mentioned 
earlier in Chapter III, the parameter B of the Van 
Genuchten model must be strictly greater than 1. 
Respecting this condition, some generated values of B had 
to be discarded. Tables 11 through 14 show the correlation 
coefficients between A and B for each generated sample 
compared to the original values, means and standard 
deViations are also sho~n. From these tables it can be 
seen that the initial correlation was maintained during the 
generation process. 
Solving the Flow Equation 
For the simulations described belo~ values of Ks and 
WCs as required in equations (5) and (6) were taken as: 
Run 
# 
DATA 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TABLE 11 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF GENERATED 
A AND B FOR BETHANY SOIL <15 em) 
A 8 
Corr. 
Mean so Mean so 
.0060 .0030 1-5430 .2310 -.5110 
.0059 -0027 1-5205 -2305 --5390 
-0061 -0039 1-5395 -2538 -.5058 
-0058 .0028 1-5438 -2400 -.5260 
.0059 -0029 1-5409 -2295 --5263 
-0059 .0027 1-5449 .1988 -.5620 
-0059 .0026 1 .5584 -2077 --4760 
.0064 -0030 1-5415 -2341 -.6180 
.0059 .0030 1-5392 -2321 -.5620 
.0059 .0027 1-5620 -2391 -.4797 
.0060 -0031 1-5275 -2330 -.5760 
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Run 
# 
DATA 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TABLE 12 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF GENERATED 
A AND B FOR BETHANY SOIL <30 em) 
A B 
Corr. 
Mean so Mean so 
-0200 .0140 1-1450 -0760 -.5740 
.0209 -0151 1-1454 -0741 -.5390 
.0177 -0116 1-1449 -0710 -.4940 
-0199 -0131 1-1498 -0713 -.5550 
.0198 -0110 1-1417 -0776 -.5950 
.0192 .0132 1-1442 .0648 -.5200 
-0216 -0146 1-1299 -0797 -.5697 
.0225 .0142 1-1348 .0783 -.5250 
.0200 -0140 1-1447 -0770 -.5360 
-0209 -0146 1 .1371 -0794 -.5440 
.0184 -0112 1-1454 .0711 -.5840 
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Run 
# 
DATA 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TABLE 13 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF GENERATED 
A AND 8 FOR KONAWA SOIL 
A 8 
Corr. 
Mean so Mean so 
-0310 .0200 1-5760 .1900 -.2930 
.0332 .0204 1-5784 .1932 -.2780 
.0301 .0230 1-5684 -1893 -.2240 
.0338 .0217 1-5428 .1827 -.3660 
.0313 .0193 1 .5495 -1889 -.1910 
.0332 .0211 1-5828 .1946 -.2340 
-0296 -0177 1-5770 .1883 --2740 
-0293 .0175 1.5865 .1790 -.3090 
-0308 .0181 1-5953 .1856 -.2870 
.0326 .0209 1-5521 .1925 -.3450 
-0282 .0149 1 .5806 -1981 -.3370 
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Run 
# 
DATA 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
TABLE 14 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF GENERATED 
A AND 8 FOR TIPTON SOIL 
A 8 
Corr. 
Mean so Mean so 
-0070 .0040 1.5120 -3610 -.4420 
.0069 
-0036 1-5382 .3447 -.4070 
-0068 -0038 1-5563 -4041 -.3940 
.0070 .0042 1-4943 .3845 -.4980 
-0074 .0040 1-4928 .3388 -.4330 
-0074 -0041 1-4505 -3150 --4500 
-0069 -0037 1-5197 .3856 -.4410 
-0062 .0033 1-5757 -3403 -.4990 
-0070 .0039 1-4784 -3917 -.4860 
.0068 -0037 1-4989 -3957 -.4520 
-0074 .0042 1-4623 .3375 -.4900 
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Soil 
Bethanv-15 em 
Bethanv-30 em 
Konawa 
Tipton 
Ks(cm/hr.) 
0-2 
1. 5 
0-3 
0-5 
WCs 
0-42 
0-42 
0-40 
0-37 
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In all cases WCr was taken as zero. 
Once defined, the parameters of equation (5) serve as 
an input data for a computer program "Interactive 
Simulation of One-Dimentional Water Movement in Soils" 
(Nofziger, 1985) to solve the Richards partial differential 
equation for unsaturated flow. A finite difference method 
is used. The flow equation (4) is transformed as 
h( i ,j+1 )-h( i ,j) 
C(1,j) = 
D.t 
1 h( i+1 ,j+1 )-h( i ,j+1) 
CKC i+1/2,j)( -1) 
6.Z ilZ 
h( i 'j+1 )-h( i -1 'j+1 ) 
- KCi-1/2,j)( -1 ) J (7) 
6.Z 
Where 
h(i,j) is the pressure head at the ith spacing step 
and jth time step. 
CCi,j) is the specific J~~~ater capacity at h(i,j). 
~t is the mesh size in time. 
6.Z is the mesh size in depth. 
KCi+1/2,j) = CKChCi,j))+KChCi+1,j))J/2 
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K(i-1/2,j) = [K(h(i-1,j))+K(h(i,j))J/2 
APPlYing the finite difference equation above to each 
interior node, a system of linear equations results ~hich 
can be solved by appropriate matrix equation solvers. 
Since each equation has only three unkno~ns, the augmented 
matrix of the system ~ill be in a tridiagonal form ~hich 
makes the computations easier and faster. 
The descritization scheme of the flow domain used in 
the above model uses a grid system with respect to space 
and time. The space index (i) is defining a mesh size of 
~z in depth. The time index (j) is defining a mesh size of 
~t in time. The model offers the option of choosing the 
initial mesh sizes, then automaticallY adjusting it 
according to the mass balance and depth of wetting. The 
option of fixed mesh sizes is also available. 
Boundary and Initial Conditions 
The solution of the flow equation can be displayed for 
several boundary conditions at the upper boundary (z = 0) 
for a semi-infinite system and at both the upper and lower 
boundaries for a finite system. 
In the present study a semi-infinite type of soil 
profile was chosen. Concerning the initial conditions, the 
simulation was done considering an initial matric potential 
h(z,Q) = -5000 em 
Five different boundary conditions have been 
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considered, consisting of imposing a constant matric 
potential values at the upper boundary of the soil profile: 
BC#1: h(O,t) = 
BC#2: hCO,t) = 
BC#3: h(O,t) = 
0 em 
-50 em 
-100 em 
8C#4: h(O,t) = -150 em 
8C#5: h(O,t) = -200 em 
Since a semi-infinite type of soil was considered, the 
length of the soil profile was supposed to be large enough 
so that variations occurring at the upper boundary does not 
affect the lower boundary. 
Statistical Concept 
The cumulative inflow was simulated for each set of 
parameters A and 8 generated. The average inflow was 
computed from all these simulations. The results obtained 
for 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 hours of simulation using the 
following boundary and initial conditions 
8C. h(O,t) = 0 em 
rc. h(z,O) = -5000 em 
are displayed in tables 15 through 18. Similarly the 
simulation was done using average values of parameters A 
and 8 (A, 8), the results are given in table 19· 
Comparing the cumulative inflow obtained using average 
values of parameters, Aav9 and Bav9 , to those computed by 
51 
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TABLE 16 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF SIMULATED 
CUMULATIVE INFLOW FOR BETHANY SOIL <30 em) 
Cumulative Inflow (em) 
Run 2.5 hrs. 5 hrs. 7.5 hrs. 10 hrs. 
# 
Mean so Mean so Mean so Mean so 
1 2.420 1-908 3-534 2-829 4-487 3-604 5-362 4.304 
2 2-453 1-658 3-588 2-469 4-560 3-157 5.455 3-786 
3 2-414 1-626 3-536 2-426 4-502 3-109 5-394 3-736 
4 2-399 1-815 3-511 2-697 4-463 3-433 5.340 4-100 
5 2-362 1-543 3-453 2.302 4.388 2-946 5-247 3-535 
6 2-211 1-760 3-232 2-621 4-105 3-353 4.908 4-024 
7 2-250 1-608 3-293 2-397 4-189 3.069 5-018 3.687 
8 2-383 1.800 3-491 2-674 4-440 3-414 5.317 4-085 
9 2-983 1-545 3.366 2-310 4-284 2-965 5.133 3.574 
10 2-421 1-659 3-545 2-478 4-503 3-171 5-386 3-809 
AVG 2-430 3-455 4-392 5-256 
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TABLE 17 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF SIMULATED 
CUMULATIVE INFLOW FOR KONAWA SOIL 
Cumulative Inflow (em) 
Run 2.5 hrs. 5 hrs. 7.5 hrs. 10 hrs. 
# 
Mean so Mean so Mean so Mean so 
1 5-018 1-526 7-908 2-062 10.676 2-319 13-514 2-638 
2 5-268 1-733 8-250 2-340 11.065 2-639 13.832 2-974 
3 4-889 1-572 7-748 2-102 10-515 2-357 13.397 2-798 
4 4-907 1-305 7-767 1. 702 10-580 2-020 13-540 3-311 
5 4.996 1-477 7-884 1-968 10-646 2-197 13-398 2-520 
6 5-208 1-527 8-134 2-065 10.861 2-350 13.598 2-675 
7 5-315 1.482 8-318 1 • 932 11 • 1 96 2-192 14-088 2-977 
8 5-220 1-506 8-164 2-036 10-975 2-314 13-785 2-659 
9 4.919 1-310 7-783 1 • 71 9 1 0 • 620 1 • 984 1 3. 564 3-142 
10 5-183 1-571 8-120 2-124 10-877 2-420 13.560 2-686 
AVG 5-092 8-008 10.801 13-628 
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TABLE 18 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF SIMULATED 
CUMULATIVE INFLOW FOR TIPTON SOIL 
Cumulative Inflow (em) 
Run 2-5 hrs. 5 hrs. 7.5 hrs. 10 hrs. 
# 
Mean so Mean so Mean so Mean so 
1 5.456 2-935 8.009 4. 1 90 1 0 .1 21 5-101 11-947 5-887 
2 5-534 2-937 8-121 4-181 10-240 5-111 12-068 5-914 
3 4-969 2-826 7-312 4-001 9-275 4·849 10-943 5-603 
4 5-017 2-543 7-354 3-633 9-279 4-449 10-968 5-131 
5 4-984 2-945 7-314 4-186 9.305 5-047 10-987 5-824 
6 5-561 3-073 8-157 4-389 10-318 5-332 12.195 6-124 
7 5-961 2-890 8-688 4-140 10-924 5.056 12-847 5-846 
8 4-952 2-985 7-284 4-219 9-273 5-075 10-937 5-861 
9 5-503 2-813 8.054 4.014 10-151 4-900 11.963 5-660 
10 5-031 2-710 7-375 3-868 9-358 4-685 11.050 5-408 
AVG 5-297 7.767 9-824 11.591 
TABLE 19 
CUMULATIVE INFLOW OBTAINED USING AVERAGE 
VALUES OF A AND B PARAMETERS 
Cumulative Inflow (em) 
Soil 2-5 hrs. 5 hrs. 7.5 hrs. 10 hrs. 
Bethanv-15 em 3-935 5-578 6-879 7.993 
Bethanv-30 em 1-964 2-855 3-629 4-352 
Tipton 5-277 7-671 9.619 11.320 
Konawa 4-763 7-437 9.988 12.510 
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averaging the inflo~ values obtained from each set of 
parameters sho~s that they are considerably different. In 
all the cases studied the cumulative inflo~ obtained using 
the second method was found to be greater. It can also be 
seen that the longer the time of the simulation, the bigger 
is the difference in results between the two methods. 
Inflow Distribution 
The cumulative probability distribution of inflow was 
tested using the normal and lognormal distributions. Table 
20 shows the maximum deviations of the cumulative inflow 
from both the above distributions. K is the critical value 
of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic. The cumulative 
inflow is best described by a lognormal distribution. 
Figures 9 through 12 show the probability distribution of 
the cumulative inflow after 10 hours of simulation. 
Convergence in the Solution 
In an attempt to find a set of A and B values that 
would produce infiltration estimates equal to the average 
infiltration, 100 simulations of the cumulative inflow were 
computed using each of the fiVe boundary conditions 
considered. From these simulations sets of parameters A 
and B , giving cumulative inflow values close to the mean, 
were selected. A minimum of 7 points were selected. Plots 
of the best fitting curves through these selected sets of A 
and B are shown in figures 13 through 16· The curves were 
TABLE 20 
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST STATISTIC FOR 
NORMALITY AND LOGNORMALITY OF 
THE CUMULATIVE INFLOW 
Soil 
Bethanv-15cm 
Bethanv-30cm 
TiPton 
Konm~a 
01 
-089 
-166 
-115 
-167 
02 
.062 
.090 
.136 
.140 
K 
-140 
.140 
-140 
-140 
01 maximum deviation from the normal dlstr. 
02 maximum deviation from the lognormal dist. 
K the critical value of the K-S test 
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all described by a linear regression of 8 versus either A 
or 1/A. 
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For all four soils an area of convergence in the 
solution can easily be identified. In at least three cases 
CBethany soil (15 and 30 em) and Tipton soil), the region 
of convergence is almost reduced to one single point. 
Single sets of parameters A and s, noted A* and 8*, 
~here the majority of solutions tend to match, ~ere 
estimated for each soil. Values of A* and 8* are compared 
to Aav9 and 8av9 in table 21. The cumulative inflo~ is 
then simulated using the extracted parameters, A* and 8*. 
Compared to the simulations done using average parameter 
values, Aav9 and 8av9 , closer results to the average 
cumulative inflo~ ~ere obtained ~hen using the parameters 
A* and 8*. Table 22 sho~s the cumulative inflo~ values 
obtained using the parameters A* and 8* , and those 
obtained using the parameters Aav9 and 8av9. Average 
values of the cumulative inflo~ are also displayed for 
comparison purpose. 
Although the difference bet~een the averaged value of 
cumulative inflo~ and the one obtained using averaged 
parameters is small for a specified boundary condition of 
zero matric potential, it seems to be increasing 
considerably as the value of the matric potential assigned 
to the boundary condition becomes smaller. 
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TABLE 21 
EXTRACTED PARAMETERS A* AND 8* COMPARED TO 
THE AVERAGE PARAMETERS Aav9 AND 8av9) 
Soil 
Bethanv-15 em 
Bethanv-30 em 
Konawa 
Tipton 
.00385 
.01070 
-02185 
.00475 
1-440 
1-144 
1 -535 
1-475 
Aav9 8av9 
.QQ6 1-543 
-020 1-145 
-031 1 -576 
.Q07 1 -512 
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TABLE 22 
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE CUMULATIVE INFLOW 
TO THOSE OBTAINED USING <A"',8"") 
AND (Aavg,Bavg) 
-----
Boundary Conditions (*) 
Soil 8C#1 8Cft2 BC#3 8Ctt4 
Bet~hanv-15 em 
Avg .. Cumulative Inflow 8-40 5.6'? 4.21 3-25 
Inflow Using A*, 8* 8.16 5-67 4-31 3-40 
Inf. Using Aavg, Bavg 7-99 4-81 3-24 2-34 
Bethanv-30 em 
AVg. cumulative Inflow 5-36 2-31 1-59 1 -22 
Inflow Using A*' B* 5-47 2-32 1 .60 1-22 
Inf. Using Aavg, Bavg 4-35 1-39 -88 -65 
fi pton 
AVg. Cumulative Inflow 12-19 7.59 5.46 4-10 
Inflow Us:ing A*, 8* 12-38 7-87 5-64 4-25 
In f. Using Aavg, Bavg 11-32 6 .. 05 3-88 2-72 
t<onm'4a 
AVg. cumulative Inflow 13.51 2-34 1-09 -66 
lnflow Using A*' 8* 13-04 2-45 1-12 .. 67 
lnf. Using Aavg, Bavg 12. 5'1 1-47 -62 -35 
(*) BC#1: h(Q,t) = 0 em 
BC:n2: h(O,t) = -so em 
8C#3: h(Q,t) = -100 em 
BetH: h(Q,t) 
-
-150 em 
BC:tt5: h(Q,t) = -200 em 
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8C#5 
2. ~)9 
2-76 
1M '(5 
.98 
.99 
• ~51 
3 .. '16 
3 .. 33 
2-02 
.44 
• '-15 
• {?.4 
-----
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Extracted and Averaged Parameters Relationships 
An attempt to relate the extracted parameters, A* and 
B•, to the averaged ones, Aov9 and Bov9 , was made by 
fitting different regression models to the four sets of 
parameters obtained for each soil. For both A and B 
parameters it was found that a linear type of model with 
null constant term is very well describing the relationship 
between the extracted and the averaged values. 
A. Parameter 
A linear model relating A* to Aov9 was estimated as 
A* = -655 * Aov9 (8) 
with a standard error of .Q43 and R2 of .987. Table 23 is 
the ANOVA table for this relationshiP which is plotted in 
figure 17. 
source 
Regression 
Residual 
TABLE 23 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE FOR 
THE REGRESSION EQUATION (8) 
sum of 
Squares 
.QQ1 
.ooo 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
1 
3 
Mean 
Square 
.QQ1 
.ooo 
F Ratio 
227-782 
P<2 Tail) 
-001 
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a parameter 
Contrary to A• ~hich was found significantly different 
from the average Acv9 , B• is almost equal to 8av9. The 
estimated model relating the latter parameters is 
8* = .967 * 8av9 (9) 
with a standard error of .013 and R2 of 0.999. The 
analysis of variance is ·given in table 24· Figure 18 is a 
plot of the relationship. 
TABLE 24 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE FOR 
THE REGRESSION EQUATION (9) 
Sum of Degrees of Mean 
Source Squares Freedom Square F Ratio P<2 Tail) 
Regression 7-910 1 7.911 5451-524 .ooo 
Residual -004 3 .001 
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Figure 18. Plot of Extracted Versus Average 
Values of 8 Prameter. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The hydraulic model proposed by Van Genuchten (1980) 
~as used to describe the relationships between the 
hydraulic properties of three soil series. The model 
parameters were estimated using a nonlinear least squares 
fitting procedure. Analyzing the random variability of the 
parameters obtained from fitting 168 sets of water content-
metric potential data, it was found to be best described by 
a lognormal type of distribution. 
The cumulative inflow was then computed for 1000 sets 
of generated bivariate parameters for each soil. 
A lognoramal distribution was also found to well describe 
the cumulative inflow variability. 
Considering the flow parameters as random variables 
yields flow values different from those obtained using 
averaged parameters. The absolute difference in flow was 
found to be increasing as the simulation time increased. 
Considering five different boundary conditions at the 
upper surface of the soil profile, it has been found that 
parameters giving values of the cumulative inflo~ around 
the mean converge in the A, 8 plane. This region of 
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convergence in the solution is distinctly different from 
the average point of parameters. 
Recommendations 
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Although an attempt to relate the parameters A~ and s~ 
extracted from the convergence region to the averaged ones 
was made in this study, higher number of samples should be 
considered for a more accurate estimation of this 
relationship. A more complicated study can be conducted 
where the remaining parameters incorporated in the function 
describing the soil-water characteristic curve will be 
considered random variables as well. 
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APPENDIX A 
SITE AND PROFILE DESCRIPTIONS OF SOILS 
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Site and Profile Descriptions for Bethany Soil 
Sites 1, 2, and 3 
Location: 479.9 m north and 192.9 m west of SE corner of 
Section 16, t 19 N., R. 2E, payne county, Oklahoma. 
Classification: Pachic Argiustoll, fine, mixed, thermic. 
Topography: Slightly concave, nearly level. 
Vegetation: Wheat, experiment station. 
Soil profile: See table 25. 
Described by: Earl c. Nance and Joe Williams. 
Site 4 
Location: 21.3 m west and 416 m south of the northeast 
81 
corner of Section 11, T. 19N, R. 1E, Payne county, OK. 
Classification: Pachic Paleustoll, fine, mixed, thermic. 
Topography: Slightly concave, nearly level. 
Vegetation: Wheat. 
Soil profile: See table 26. 
Described by: Tom Reinsch. 
Site 5 
Location: 134.9 m west and 155.4 m south of the 
northeast corner of SE 1/4, NE 1/4 of section 5, T. 
TABLE 25 
PROFILE DESCRIPTION FOR BETHANY SOIL 
SITE 1, 2, AND 3 
Horizon Depth Description 
A1 0-25 em Very dark brown (7.5YR 2-5/2) silt loam 
Heck medium subangular blocky breaking 
to weak fine and medium granular struc-
ture; friable Hhen moist; medium acid; 
abrupt boundary. 
81t 25-33 em Very dark brown (7.5YR 2.5/2) heavy 
silty clay loam;strong coarse subongu-
lar blockY structure; flrm when moist; 
clay films on ped surfaces; fe~ fine 
black bodies; slightlY acid; clear 
boundary. 
821t 33-71 em Dark broHn (7.5YR 2-5/2) moist silty 
clay; moderate coarse pr1smot1c break-
Ing to very fine blocky structure; very 
firm Hhen moist; cloy films on ped sur-
faces; few very fine black bodies and 
cocretions; slightly acid in upper part 
and neutral In loHer part; roots ore 
mainly on ped surfaces; some evidence 
of high shrink swell with coatings of 
less clayey textures on some vertical 
faces; clear boundary. 
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TABLE 26 
PROFILE DESCRIPTION FOR BETHANY SOIL 
SITE 4 
Horizon Depth Description 
AP 0-23 em Dark brown (7.5YR3/2); loom; moderate 
medium subangular-blocky breaking to 
granular; friable when moist; many 
roots; many fine and medium pores; 
clear boundary 
B1t 23-58 em Dark brown (7.5YR3/3); cloy loam; 
moderate medium subangulor blocky 
breaking to granular; slightly firm; 
many fine roots; many fine pores; clay 
fllm on ped faces; gradual boundary. 
B21t 58-90 em Dark brown (7.5YR3/3); cloy; moderate 
strong angular blocky; exremely firm; 
clay films on ped surfaces; many fine 
pores; clear boundary. 
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19N, R. 2E, Payne county, Oklahoma. 
Classification: Pachic Paleustoll, fine, mixed, thermic. 
Topography: Slightly concave, nearly level. 
Vegetation: Wheat. 
Soil profile: See table 27. 
Described by: Tom Reinsch. 
Site 6 
Location: 158.5 m west and 307.8 m north of the SE corner 
of SW 1/4, SE 1/4, sec. 4, T. 12N, R. sw, Canadian 
county, Oklahoma. 
Classification: Pachic Paleustoll, fine, mixed, thermic. 
Topography: Convex, 3% slope. 
Vegetation: Native grass. 
Soil profile: See table 28. 
Described by: Bob Bourlier. 
Site and Profile Descriptions for Konawa Soil 
Site 1 
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Location: 762 m feet south and 579.1 m feet west of the NE 
corner Sec. 36 T18N R2E, payne County, Oklahoma. 
Classification: Fine loamy, mixed, thermic, Ultic 
Haplustalf. 
Physiographic Position: High Terrace summit view level. 
Topography: Very gently slopping 2% slope. 
Vegetation: Idle Cool season annuals. 
TABLE 27 
PROFILE DESCRIPTION FOR BETHANY SOIL 
SITE 5 
Horizon Depth Description 
AP 0-20 em Dark bro~n (7.5YR 3/2); silt loom; mod-
erate medium subangulor blocky breaking 
to angular; many commom pores; friable 
~hen moist; clear boundary. 
81t 20-~6 em Dark reqdish broHn <5YR 3/3); silty 
cloy; coarse medium prismatic breaking 
to moderate medium angular blocky; firm 
when moist; clay films on ped surfaces; 
gradual boundary. 
821t ~6-81 em Dark reddish broHn <5YR 3/3); silty 
clay; coarse medium Prismatic breaking 
to moderate medium angular blocky; firm 
when moist; clay films on ped surfaces; 
many fine random root orientation; 
block bodies; gradual boundary 
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TABLE 28 
PROFILE DESCRIPTION FOR BETHANY SOIL 
SITE 6 
Horizon Depth Description 
A11 0-18 em Very dark gray (10YR 3/1) slit loom 
dark grayish brown <10YR 4/2) dry; weak 
coarse platy breaking to moderate 
medium granular structure; hard; fri-
ble; many fine roots; few worm costs; 
(PH 6.8) neutral; clear smooth boundary 
A12 18-28 em Very dark grayish brown <10YR 3/2) silt 
loam bro~n to dark brown <10YR 4/3) dry 
moderate medium granular structure; 
slightly hard, friable, many flne 
roots, few ~orm casts; (PH 6.5) slight-
lY acid; clear smooth boundary. 
81 28-46 em Dark bro~n <7.5YR 3/2) silty clay loam, 
brown to dark bro~n <10YR 4/3) dry; 
moderate fine subangular blocky break-
ing to moderate medium granular struc-
ture; hard, firm; many fine roots; 
patchy cloy films; about 1% quartz 
gravel by volume 2 mm to 76 mm ln dia-
meters; (PH 6.8) neutral; clear smooth 
boundary. 
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Parent materials: Old Alluvium (Pleistocene). 
Soil profile: See table 29. 
Described by: Jim Frie and Jim Henley. 
Site 2 
Location: 731.5 m feet West and 281-9 m feet North of the 
SE corner Sec. 36 T18N R2E, payne county, Oklahoma. 
Classification: Fine loamy, mixed, thermic, Ultic 
Haplustalf. 
Physiographic position: High Terrace, Perkins level. 
Topography: Very gently sloping 2% slope. 
Vegetation: Bermuda pasture (low condition). 
Parent material: Old Alluvium (pleistocene). 
Soil profile: See table 30. 
Described by: Jim Frie and Jim Henley. 
Site 3 
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Location: South side of north study site 411-5 m s. 7.6 m 
w. of NE corner of Sec. 10, T. 4N., R· 3E. on Q. s. u. 
Agronomy Research Station, Stratford, OK, Garvin 
County. 
Classification: Fine, loamy, mixed, thermic Ultic 
Haplustalf. 
Topography: Upslope portion of terraced hillside with slope 
of 3-5%. 
Vegetation: Fallow for last 2 years, previously in peanuts. 
Soil profile: See table 31. 
fABLE 29 
PROFILE DESCRIPTION FOR KONAWA SOIL 
SITE 1 
Horizon Depth Description 
AP 0-30 em Brown (7.5YR 4/4) fine sandy loam; weak 
fine granular structure,very friable 
slightly hard; many fine roots; few 
small bodies of 82t material randomly 
mlxed;very strongly acid; abrupt smooth 
boundary. 
821t 30-76 em Dark reddish brown <5YR 3/1) sandy clay 
loam. Dark reddish brown <5YR 3/3) ped 
faces; moderate medium prismatic struc-
ture ; friable; very hard; many fine 
roots; wtthtn near continuous clay 
film; slightly acid; gradual wavey 
boundary. 
B22t 76-99 em Yellow red <5YR 4/6) fine sandy loam; 
reddish brown <5YR 4/4) ped faces; 
moderate coarse prismatic structure; 
very friable, few fine faint yellowish 
red mottles; very thin near continuous 
clay film on ped faces; neutral; 
gradual wavy boundary. 
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TABLE 30 
PROFILE DESCRIPTION FOR KONAWA SOIL 
SITE 2 
Horizon Depth Description 
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A1 Q-17 em Brown <7.5YR 4/4) fine sandy loam; weak 
fine granular structure,very friable 
slightly hard; many fine roots; neutral 
clear smooth boundary. 
A2 17-26 em Brown 7.5YR 5/4), loamy fine sand; weak 
very fine granular structure; very 
friable, slightly hard; many fine roots 
slightly ocld; abrupt smooth boundary. 
821t 26-68 em Yellowish red <5YR 4/6) sandy cloy loom 
moderate medium prismatic structure; 
very hard, friable; common fine roots; 
thin near continuous clay film on ped 
faces; neutral; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
822tb 68-102cm Strong brown (7.5YR 4/6) sandy clay 
loam; moderate medium prismatic struc-
ture; very hard; friable; few fine 
roots; thin near continuous cloy film 
on ped faces; few fine distinct reddish 
brown and strong brown mottles; neutral; 
gradual smooth boundary. 
TABLE 31 
PROfiLE DESCRIPTION FOR KONAWA SOIL 
SITE 3 
Horizon Depth Oescrtptlon 
AP 0-23 em Dark grayish broHn (10YR 5/3) loamy 
flne sand grayish brown <10YR 4/3) 
moist; weak flne and medium 
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granular structure; soft, very frtoble 
slightly octd; clear smooth boundary. 
A2 23-36 em light yellowish brown <10YR 6/4) loamy 
fine sand, yello~lsh broHO <10YR 5/4) 
moist; weak flne 9ronular structure; 
soft, very friable; neutral, clear 
smooth boundary. 
821t 36-53 em Yellowish red <5YR 4/6) sandy cloy loom 
yellow!sh red <5YR 4/6) ~otst; common 
flne and medtum distinct red <2.5YR 
5/6) mottles; moderate medium sub-
angular structure; hard, flr~: clay 
films on ped races and brJdglng sand 
groins; common medlu~ and flne roots; 
neutral, gradual smooth boundary. 
B22t 53-89 em Red(2.5YR 4/6) sandy cloy loom, dark 
red <2.5YR 3/6) moist; common fine sand 
medium dtstlnct yellowish red <5YR 5/6) 
mottles ln upper port; moderate coarse 
prfsmotlc structure porting to Heok 
medium subongulor structure; very hard; 
flrm;cloy films on ped faces and 
brldg!ng sond gralns: common medium ond 
fine roots; common wor~ cost; slightly 
ocld; gradual smooth boundary. 
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Described by: Vinson Bougard and Larry E. Kichler. 
Site 4 
Location: North side of south study site 403.9 m s. and 6.1 
m w. of NE corner of Sec. 10, T. 4N., R. 3E. Agronomy 
Research Station, Stratford, Oklahoma, Garvin County. 
Classification: Fine loamy, mixed, thermic Ultic 
Haplustalfs. 
Topography: Upslope portion of terraced hillside with slope 
of 3-5%. 
Vegetation: Fallow for last 2 years, previously in peanuts. 
Soil profile: See table 32. 
Described by: Vinson Bogard and Larry E. Kichler. 
Site and Profile Descriptions for Tipton Soil 
Site 1 
Location: 31 m East and 169 m South of the northwest corner 
of section 32, T. 1S., R. 18W., Tillman County, OK. 
Classification: fine loamy, mixed, thermic, Pachic 
Argiustoll. 
Topography: Slightly concave, nearly level. 
Vegetation: Wheat and cotton. 
Soil profile: See table 33. 
Described by: Earl c. Nance and Tom Reinsch. 
TABLE 32 
PROFILE DESCRIPTION FOR KONAWA SOIL 
SITE 4 
Horizon Depth Description 
AP 0-23 em Dark broHn (7.5YR3/2)i loom; moderate 
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medium subangular-blocky breaking to 
granular; friable ~hen moist; many 
roots; many fine and medium pores; 
clear boundary 
81t 23-58 em Dark brown (7.5YR3/3); clay loom; 
moderate medium subongular blocky 
breaking to granular; slightly flrm; 
many flne roots; many fine pores; clay 
film on ped faces; gradual boundary. 
821t 58-90 em Dark brown (7.5YR3/3); cloy; moderate 
strong angular blocky; exremely firm; 
clay films on ped surfaces; many flne 
pores; clear boundary. 
TABLE 33 
PROFILE DESCRIPTION FOR TIPTON SOIL 
SITE 1 
Horizon Oepth Description 
AP 0-22 em Dark brown (7.5YR 3/3) moist; loom; 
weak fine granular structure; friable; 
few fine and medium random pores; few 
fine roots; slightly acid; clear 
boundary. 
A12 22-59 em Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) moist; loam; 
weak medium subangular blocky breaking 
to moderate medium and fine granular 
structure; friable; few earthworm casts 
many medium vertical pores; few roots 
slightlY acid; clear boundary. 
B21t 59-72 em Dark reddish brown <5YR 3/3)molst; loam 
weak coarse prismatic breaking to weak 
medium subangular blocky structure; 
frlable;thln clay films on ped surfaces 
and coating sand grains; many medium 
and flne vertical pores; few fine roots 
few earthworm casts; neutral; gradual 
boundary. 
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Site 2 
Location: 8-2 m South and 326-4 m west of the northeast 
corner of the southeast 1/4 of Sec. 15T. 1S. R. 19W, 
Tillman County, OK. 
Classification: Fine loamy, mixed, thermic, Pachic 
Argiustolls. 
Topography: Linear slope, nearly level. 
Vegetation: Cotton - research station. 
Soil profile: See table 34. 
Described by: Earl c. Nance and Tom Reich. 
Site 3 
Location: 76-8 m South and 128-9 m west of the northeast 
corner of the southeast 1/4 of Sec. 25, T. 1S., R. 
19W., Tillman County, OK. 
Classification: Fine loamy, mixed, thermic, Pachic 
Argiustolls. 
Topography: Linear slope, nearly level. 
Vegetation: Sorghum, cotton - research station. 
Soil profile: See table 35. 
Described by: Earl c. Nance and Ton Reinsch. 
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TABLE 34 
PROFILE DESCRIPTION FOR TIPTON SOIL 
SITE 2 
Horizon Depth Oescr1pt1on 
AP 0-25 em Dark brown (7.5YR 3/3) moist; loam; 
weak fine granular structure; friable; 
few fine and medium random pores; few 
fine roots; neutral; clear boundary. 
A12 25-60 em Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) moist; loam; 
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weak medium subangular blocky breaking 
to moderate medium and fine granular 
structure; friable; few earthworm costs 
many medium vertical pores; few roots 
neutral; gradual boundary. 
B21t 60-103cm Reddish brown <5YR 4/3) moist; loom; 
weak coarse prismatic breaking to weak 
medium subangulor blocky structure; 
friable;thln cloy films on ped surfaces 
and coating sand groins; many medium 
and fine vertical pores; feH fine roots 
few earthworm casts; mildly alkaline; 
few fine CaC03 concretions; clear 
boundary. 
TABLE 35 
PROFILE DESCRIPTION FOR TIPTON SOIL 
SITE 3 
Horizon Depth Description 
AP 0-21 em Dark broHn (7.5YR 3/2) moist; loam; 
Heck flne granular structure; friable; 
feN flne random pores; feN fine roots; 
mildly alkaline; clear boundary. 
A12 21-46 em Dark brown <7.5YR 3/2) moist; loam; 
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weak coarse subangular blocky breaking 
to moderate medium and fine granular 
structure; friable; few earthHorm casts 
many medium vertical pores; few fine 
roots; moderately alkaline; gradual 
boundary. 
821t 46-99 em Dark reddish brown <5YR 3/3) moist 
upper; and <5YR 3/4) moist loHer; loam; 
moderate medium prismatic breaking to 
moderate medium subangular blocky 
structure; friable; many fine random 
pores;few fine roots; fe~ earthworm 
costs; feN threads mycelia carbonates; 
thin clay films on ped surfaces; 
moderately alkaline; gradual boundary. 
APPENDIX B 
BIVAR.BAS COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR GENERATION 
OF BIVARIATE, CORRELATED, LOGNORMALLY 
DISTRIBUTED VARIABLES 
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i GENERATION OF BIVARIATE. CO~RELATED. LOGNORMALLY OISTRlBUTEJ • 
9 RANDOM VARIABLES 
60 lf{ffltll*****~**********'*****~*****tl~~·•****itt*+••••··~··*~*~* 
'" 'N NU~l£c£R OF OE~SE'RVATI:JNS TO BE: GEt·iER?lTED 
80 'MEAN!. MEAN2 MEANS OF VARIABLES 1 AND 2 RESFE TIVELY 
90 'SDl. SD~ STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF VARIABLES 1 AD 2 RESfECTlV[LY 
i t.: '.i H C Q R R Ei_ A f1 0 N C Q E F F r C I EN T Ei E T w E E N T H E ·r:,~ G V A Ul Et L E: ~-
i l !) [J .i M :\: R N D (' 2 n (J ; ,. X ( 2 I 2 (; (l ) ~ z { 2 I 2 t) 0 :~ • ) l \ :- (i (I ) . \/ : :: J.:u> } 
.
1 2 (i F' Fd t~ T " 1 N F U i T H E 1•1 E ~ N S (F VA R l A £! L E S 1 • 2 • 0 n G N A L. D t1 Tri ; " 
i .3 ,') I r·~ F U '! N E A N 1 • rrJ E f~ N 2 
140 PRINT "lNFUT TH~ 5T~NDA~0 DEVIATlONS SDI.SD2 102IG!NAL 0AT~I 
150 iNPUT SD1.SD2 
160 PRINT"INPUT THE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT" 
1 /'\) I Ni='UT R 
l 2) 0 S D :t ::: Ui G ( ( S D U ~~ E AN 1 i ·' :2 t 1 I 
HU SD1"'SQRISD1) 
2<:1 (1 S D ;; "'L C1 G I \ S D:? / i'i 2 ,;t~ 2 l ,, 2 + .t i 
2!(: 3D2:•SQRiSD2l 
220 MEAN1=LOGCMEAN11-SD1~2;2 
230 MEAN2~LDGIMEAN2J -SD2 212 
24~) A.t~EXP(SOi· .. '2l-1 
250 A2=EXP(SD2~2i-l 
26~) r~.3~SD1'*SD2 
?70 R:::L:JGil+Ri·SQRiA1*A2JJ/A3 
:so PRINT"INPUT THE NUMBE~ OF OBSERVATIONS TO BE GENERATED" 
290 INPUT N 
:>G(I Sl:;!l) 
3l 0 S2=0 
320 SSl=O 
330 SS2=0 
:~; 4 (i s s 3 ~ (l 
35~ REM 2l08nvalues 
:;.:,(1 L l ::t.;~;. 
3"70 L2~ 1--~F< 
>dV REM The A m~tr1n 
390 At1.1J=1/SQR(2) 
~00 A(2,1i~Ail.ll 
410 A(1~2)::.?i(14l) 
4 ~~ t_l Ci < 2, 2) ~-. .... t4 < .t ~ i i 
430 REM Generation oi Z values 
·HO MEAN"") 
45(! SD=SDR iL 1 i 
4/l(i GOSU8 1 02U 
470 FOR' I=l TO h 
40:10 Z\1.il::H:ND\1) 
490 NEXT I 
5fi(; SD:.:SOR \L2i 
51(; GO SUS 1 00(1 
~320 FO~: .I; 1 TO N 
~:30 Z\2.!i=Xfi:N[d!r 
540 NEXT ! 
550 REM Trin5 ormation to X valu0s 
SaO FOE I~'1 T N 
57(; X\1.1J:•Z\ .IHA l.ll+Z il'(i\1.2; 
58(! Vl\IJ::;EXF' X(l.I ~·SDi+M !~ l 
5 :;· <) ;; i 2 • l l :.: Z \ • I ) * A 1 . 2 j 1· z: , \ * A ( 2 • :2 ! 
6'!0 'J'.::\JJ;:;En Xi2.I *SP2+M N 
o .i :) NEXT I 
.,'.i r; i.i f;· r:: !. t-=1 r :r H r L f\ D r ::: f< f I L E NAN f: T D ~-~ T CJ r\ r.: ;:; £ U E r~ t1 ·r E~ D D r1 T ;; !I 
6 3 (, it~ e U T F 
o4•) OPEN "0 . ll!. ;:t 
[::.:;.:,, FOE i"'i li.i ~~ 
61'0 NEXT ; 
680 CLOSE #! 
690 REM Mean5 and Stand~rd devi6t1ons 0f oen~rat~d ubs. 
7:)0 FOR I::! TO N 
1-<1<1 s:.~:.:sl-~--\.:t\J) 
7 2 0 ::.l 31 :.c: S S 1 ·+ Cv' 1 { I J > ·'' 2 
740 SS2=SS2tiV21Il)A2 
i:~o SS3~SS3+V 1 \ .r} 1:V2 \.I J 
760 NEXT I 
no t1.l'-'St/N 
780 t12=S2/N 
79(; VARi~ \SSt··· tt;1 .'\2/ /N) / (N·-l ,1 
800 COV=!SSJ-N*Ml*M21/(N-1i 
810 Vt~R2::.:\SS:2--\S2"2Ji!'Oi(N-1) 
820 CORR=COV/SQRiVARI•VAR2l 
i330LPRINT"FOH "::i_PRJNT N::LPRINT" GENERATED GD:;.·.J 
840 LPRINT" ***ALPHA*** **' n Itt• 
8 5 0 l. F' ~; I NT " M E Ml : '' : : L F' R r N T U S I N G '' iHl • If # il » " : M 1 • !'i 2 
8 6 0 l P R IN 1' "STD. DE V: '' : : L P R I NT US IN G" ## , ## lt# " : S Q F: ( V ~~ R 1 .! • S 0 ;;; \v,.:, F:: .. 
£)/(1 LFR1NT "Corr-elation: ":CORR 
880 F'idNT "WANT TO GENEfiATE: MORE OBSERVATIONS" 
890 PRINT "FOR SAME SAMPLE ' Y cr N '" 
?OCi INPUT R$ 
710 [F RS~"Y" OR Rf="v" THEN 280 
9 2 ;) I F R :f " " N'' 0 f( R $ "' " n " T HEN 'f 4 0 
930 BEEP:GOTO 880 
94C PRINT "FOR OTHER SAMPLES ~" 
c-?'5() INPUT i\J 
1 61) I F A $ ·" " Y " D f:; A c4 "; " y " T H E N 1 2 0 
970 IF AJ; "N '' OR A£:,'' ir" THEN 99(J 
980 BEEP:GOTO 940 
99G END 
i000 '+t*******'*~**~**i********'****•*'*******~~*+~·~ 
; () 1 ,j ·' • 
1 0 :s () r.-
99 
1040 '*******•*****''***'*'*•*****i********'*ftlftlilf******tf*l~~*-~~· 
1050 RANDOMIZE TIME~ 
1060 FOR I= 1 TO N 
:o7J IF NRN=J THEN 1180 
l =)8(1 R 1 =:~*fiND-1 
1\)'i::! H:.(:::;~F:ND-1 
t J (; (; :; ·~ f( 1 .·, 2 t- R ~:, ,,· · 2 
!llO IF S>=l THEN 1080 
1!2(; f\NNl:: f\l,r,SQF:< \··2fLJG(Si i lSi 
ll =(• f-cNr./.2'-' r~.2iiSGF.; (-:.>~LOG\ S) i / S) 
1140 XRND!Il=MEAN+RNNI+SG 
!ISO XRNDIIi=MEANtRN~2tSD 
!. i ;; :~-~ N ~: U :;! ;:; 
1 ~~ :.J (; f r ;.:: N THE :,l 1 .: 2 ~) 
NEX 
! ..... -'~ {I 
1 . .:.· ... :\! 
APPENDIX C 
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA 
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Figure 19. Typical Fit of Equation 5 to lhl and WC Data 
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